
Conditions for approval, maintenance, extension,

suspension and revocation of certification

一、Scope of application

These conditions apply to the approval, maintenance, expansion, suspension and revocation of a product

certification.

二、Conditions for approval of Certification

If the following conditions are met at the same time, the certification certificate may be approved and issued.

1. The applicant has the status of a legal person and has fulfilled its due responsibilities and obligations

during the certification process;

2. The applicant shall submit an application for certification to the CIT;

3. The products have been tested to meet the corresponding certification standards, norms and

implementation rules of certification;

4. Factory inspection meets the specified requirements;

5. Complete documents;

6. The applicant has paid the certification fee.

三、Conditions for maintaining certification

Those who meet the following conditions within the validity period of the certification may continue to hold

the certification certificate.

1．Through the testing of the certified products, it is proved that they still conform to the corresponding

certification standards, norms and implementation rules of certification;

2．Through supervision, prove that the certified party still meets the requirements of supervision;

3．It has not violated the conditions of Article 5 and Article 7 of "Conditions for Approval, maintenance,

Expansion, Suspension and Revocation of certification Conditions";

4．Handle and use product certification marks in accordance with relevant regulations;

5．The applicant has paid the certification fee.

四、Conditions for expanding the scope of certification

1．Expand the scope of certification units

（1）Application for certification of products and certified products produced from the same production

site, but with the use of different standards of certified products;

（2）Application for certification of products and products have been certified from the same production

site, in line with the unit division principle and has been certified products using the same standard.

2．has been certified product production site expansion to increase the production site.



3．The certified party shall submit a written application to the CIT for the change of certification scope due

to the adjustment of product structure or the change of production scale.

五、Conditions for suspension of certification

1 Suspend the use of the certificate when one of the following conditions occurs.

（1）The certificate holder applies to the center for certificate suspension;

（2）The certified party fails to accept supervision within the prescribed time limit, including any of the

following situations:

a) According to the information recorded in the certification application, the CIT still cannot contact the

certificated party through telephone, fax, letter and other means;

b) Where the certified party voluntarily proposes to extend the supervision, specifically: the proposed

extension time exceeds the required supervision time by 3 months;

c) From the date of supervision, the factory declares that it will not produce certified products for 12

consecutive months;

d) As the factory does not produce the certified products, the supervision cannot be carried out as scheduled;

e) Other circumstances in which the certified party is unable to accept the supervision on time.

2．Factory inspection shows that the licensed party violates the requirements of the CIT, and the following

situations occur:

（1）There is a serious non-conformance, but it is not necessary to revoke the certificate immediately;

（2）The non-conformance report fails to take corrective measures within the prescribed time limit and is

reported to the inspection team for verification;

（3）the certificate or certification mark is not used according to the provisions.

3．The supervision and testing after obtaining the certificate do not meet the requirements of the

implementation rules of product certification, but the certificate does not need to be revoked immediately;

4．During supervision, the certified party cannot deliver the samples to the testing institution within the

prescribed time;

5．Fail to pay the certification fee within the time limit;

6．Other circumstances requiring suspension.

7．Related matters during the suspension:

（1）During the suspension of the certificate, the annuity must be paid;

（2）In principle, the suspension period shall be three months, and the suspension period shall be counted

from the date of issuing the Notice of Suspension of Certification Certificate.

（3）During the suspension period, the use of its certificate and its logo shall be suspended at the same

time.

六、Restore the conditions of certification



During the suspension period, the certified party shall rectify the reasons for the suspension and submit a

written application to the CIT. The project leader shall implement relevant certification procedures

according to the requirements of "Procedures for Expanding, Narrowing, Changing, Terminating,

Suspending and Revocation of Certification", and submit the certification decision personnel for

certification decision according to the product testing and inspection results. After passing the certification,

the CIT shall approve the restoration of certification qualification.

七、Conditions for revoking certification

The certificate shall be revoked when one of the following conditions occurs:

1．The certified party proposes to revoke the certification in part or in whole;

2．The certificate suspension period has expired, and the certified party does not make a formal application

to restore the certificate;

3．During the period of suspension of the certificate, the certified party fails to take corrective measures or

the corrective measures taken are invalid;

4．The certified party fails to pay the certification fee on time to suspend the certificate and still fails to pay

the certification fee after the suspension period expires;

5．The relevant administrative department of the state issues documents requiring the revocation of the

certificate;

6．The certified party uses the certificate and certification mark in violation of regulations, causing serious

consequences;

7．Resorting to fraud, concealing the truth and obtaining the certification certificate;

8．Refuse to accept the follow-up inspection stipulated by the CIT;

9．the certified party clearly indicates that it does not accept the planned implementation of supervision and

inspection or clearly indicates that it gives up the certification qualification;

10．Other circumstances requiring the revocation of the certificate.

In case of the circumstances mentioned in 6 and 7, in addition to the revocation of the certificate, the

corresponding legal responsibility shall be investigated.


